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INTRODUCTION

The European Innovation Council

Deep tech innovations are rooted in cutting edge science, technology and engineering and have the potential to deliver transformative solutions that can address the most pressing societal challenges and achieve key policy ambitions such as those surrounding the twin Green and Digital transitions.

As underlined in the Commission’s New European Innovation Agenda, Europe is well placed to lead on deep tech innovation. The European Innovation Council (EIC), a European Commission initiative and part of the Horizon Europe program, was established as a flagship initiative to identify, develop and scale up emerging deep technologies and breakthrough innovations.

With over €10 billion of funding, the EIC supports the most talented and visionary European researchers and entrepreneurs, along the path from ground-breaking ideas to success in EU and global markets.

Support from the EIC is delivered through a mix of Open and Challenge-based calls under three core schemes: EIC Pathfinder supports deep tech research and development; EIC Transition carries ideas from lab to business; EIC Accelerator supports startup development and scaling up, including through the EIC Fund which provides investments from seed to early growth. These schemes build on a history of funding for emerging technologies and innovations through the Future and Emerging Technologies (FET) programme, the SME instrument, and EIC Pilot activities under the Horizon 2020 Programme. The EIC has also adopted a new way of managing its funding: high-level domain experts, EIC Programme Managers, develop ambitious proposals for future breakthrough technologies and innovations and manage one or more EIC portfolios to help achieve these goals.

To date, under Horizon Europe, the EIC has attracted over 10 000 proposals across its three core programmes and funded over 700 projects. This has enabled the EIC to build on and develop a strong portfolio of activity in technological and economic sectors critical to Europe’s future strategic autonomy and prosperity, such as renewable hydrogen, cell and gene therapies, quantum technologies, agrifood, among others.

Chapter 1 of this report therefore highlights novel technologies and innovations submitted to the EIC under Horizon Europe, with an emphasis on early-stage research projects funded following extensive independent expert review. It also includes some areas of technology that have attracted high quality proposals, but not funded to date by the EIC. This identification was supported by an ongoing partnership with the European Commission’s Joint Research Centre (JRC) that informs EIC activities through qualitative and quantitative foresight and subsequently informed by discussions with EIC Programme Managers, who bring domain expertise to guide and connect projects and companies in key parts of the EIC portfolio.

The main criterion for selection was the relative novelty of the topics to the EIC. The listed technologies have not been prioritised based on their potential scientific, technological, economic, environmental, and social impacts, nor benchmarked against wider global technology trends. Such benchmarking and assessment will be essential to inform future priorities. Further, topics with a longer history of support by current and legacy EIC programmes are not highlighted in this Chapter.

Chapter 2 of the report complements the analysis in Chapter 1 and provides the perspective of the 10 EIC Programme Managers on parts of their portfolio. These ‘deep dives’ consider the potential of some of the relevant technologies identified in Chapter 1 and provide an overview of EIC activity and wider trends alongside insights on gaps and/or other barriers that may need to be overcome.

Looking Forward

The analysis shared here will help inform future explorations of the EIC portfolio, mapping internal EIC data to global trends based on patents, publications, funding and investments.

More detailed studies will be taken forward relying on the role of EIC Programme Managers, the continuous support of JRC qualitative and quantitative foresight, and inputs from external experts. The ambition is subject to further explorations on the scope of the annual EIC Tech Report, to identify new and emerging areas that could in time inform future priorities and activities where relevant through the EIC, or more broadly, across the Commission and/ or at national and regional levels.
CHAPTER 1

The EIC's portfolio of support for cutting-edge deep technology projects spans all stages of technology and market maturity.

This Chapter identifies technologies within the EIC portfolio, and in some cases submitted to the EIC but not funded, that may merit more detailed future analysis. The topics were identified via a mixed methods approach where data from the EIC Pathfinder Open programme (Horizon Europe, 2021-23) was quantitatively and qualitatively filtered and analysed, and later combined with internal expert assessment by EIC Programme Managers.

The first step of this analysis relied on reviewing foresight work by the European Commission's Joint Research Centre (JRC) with whom there is an ongoing collaboration to support strategic intelligence gathering activities. The main sources and methodological processes used in this step were:

- **Text mining and analysis for detection of signals of innovation in EIC internal data:** this stream was conducted via the JRC TIM Analytics tools that aggregates algorithmic techniques and scientometric indicators. It was focused on EIC Pathfinder Open and EIC Transition Open calls with coverage of funded and non-funded proposals between 2021 and 2022. To assess the validity of the signals captured they were subject of a pilot comparative analysis with patent data (EPO PATSTAT) and peer-reviewed publications (SCOPUS) that confirmed their nascent character. In future-oriented technology assessment, signals are early warnings of potential innovations that identify emerging topics and raise awareness on possible and plausible developments. They do not however allow for an accurate assessment of future impacts. The results of this JRC mining process offered a targeted overview of the potential novelties present in EIC internal data, plus a set of signal-related keywords that supported the subsequent explorations conducted at qualitative level for this report.

- **Expert-based horizon-scanning for detection and assessment of signals of innovation and trends in internal and external data:** this stream was based on qualitative data collection via surveys and 8 participatory workshops in EIC relevant fields, with engagement of 155 top-level experts and the participation of the European Research Council (ERC). The main focus was the identification, filtering and assessment of relevant signals and trends for the foresight work of EIC Programme Managers who co-ordinated the exercise with the JRC. 1037 initial signals and trends were collected from surveys and mining of internal and external data, and a selection of 58 top signals and trends were prioritised by the experts at the end of these workshops for further exploration by the relevant EIC Programme Managers. The results of this integrated horizon scanning process helped contextualise internal EIC data in relation to innovation signals and trends detected and assessed by the experts during the workshops and helped frame a majority of the topics presented in this Chapter.

- **Literature review of third-party reports on signals and trends of innovation:** this stream was derived from desk research on an initial list 170 sources from research and technical organizations, business intelligence and consultancy firms, or top industry, market, and investment players. A final set of 24 reports was selected by JRC and the EIC for deeper dives, including horizontal reviews, such as 'Deloitte Insights Tech Trends' (2023) or 'Future Today Institute Tech Trends' (2023), and vertical, such as 'RAND: Future Uses of Space Out to 2050' (2022), 'ITONICS: Game-Changing Technologies for Energy' (2022), or 'USA National Intelligence Council: The Future of Biotech (2022).

A final list of top 106 signals and trends was selected, analysed, and mapped by JRC and external experts against fields where EIC is or could be active through Open and Challenge calls. For the purposes of this report, the outputs helped contextualise the positioning of these areas of interest to the EIC, through comparison with others involved in technology and innovation foresight.

The final step of analysis for this report was anchored on a combination of the results provided by the JRC with an internal review of the EIC portfolio with a focus on the EIC Pathfinder Open programme. The Pathfinder, focused on early TRLs, has attracted over 3000 applications and supported nearly 250 early-stage high-risk / high gain inter and transdisciplinary projects under Horizon Europe (2021-23), which are likely to underpin future technological and innovation breakthroughs.

The in-house review was conducted with the support of the EIC Programme Managers in their respective fields of expertise. The goal was to identify topics that were new to the EIC. This resulted in the list of topics presented below with each topic aggregating relevant scientific and technical developments from 2 to 5 projects and/or highly ranked proposals. More established fields that have been described in prior publications such as the EIC Impact Report 2022, are not included in this Chapter.

For ease of reference the topics listed below have been grouped under three broad policy headings. It should be emphasised that these topics are not prioritised on the basis of their potential scientific, technological, economic, environmental, and social impacts, nor have they been benchmarked against global technology trends. It is also recognised here that the underpinning nature of scientific and technological developments in these topics may lead to a broader set of applications from low to higher TRLs, including pairings with other topics for new breakthrough processes or products.
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The EU’s New Industrial Strategy and associated initiatives such as the European Chips Act, aim to strengthen Europe’s technological leadership and strategic autonomy in key technologies such as Artificial Intelligence, Quantum Technologies, Space and Semiconductors, areas in which the EIC has a strong history of support, as detailed for example in the EIC Impact Report 2022.

The EIC has looked to build on these strengths with efforts made under Horizon Europe to catalyse the development of emerging technologies in some of these areas through for example EIC Pathfinder Challenges that have under Work Programmes 2021 and 2022 supported:
- DNA-based digital data storage
- Alternative Quantum Information Processing, Communication, and Sensing
- Awareness inside
- Engineered living materials

The technologies identified below cover new areas of activity proposed to, and generally supported by the EIC under Horizon Europe that align with the Digital, Industry and Space agenda of the EU.

### Advanced Materials

**Additive manufacturing of responsive composites:** Additive manufacturing is a transformative fabrication approach capable of building parts made of different materials with free form and complex geometries. Adding functionalities to polymeric composites, such as efficient reaction to an external “stimulus”, so-called responsivity, via additive manufacturing opens new applications for composite polymers with tailored properties.

**Non-CRM electrocatalysts:** Several materials exhibit high electrocatalytic performances, mainly due to the presence of some Critical Raw Materials (CRMs) such as platinum group metals. The large-scale deployment of some electrochemical devices for the energy transition therefore raises significant concerns about the availability and cost of electrocatalysts. New solutions take either a circular approach to electrocatalysts or the design and development of CRM-free electrocatalysts incorporating the use of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning to accelerate material discovery.

**Advanced materials for scalable PV:** Photovoltaic (PV) panels are driving the energy transition, pushed by a dramatic decrease in silicon PV module prices. The development of novel materials or device architectures in place of conventional materials or designs could open novel applications and even widen the degree of deployment of PV technologies. Amongst other factors the candidate materials need to be earth-abundant low-cost raw materials with scalable, environmentally sustainable and cost-effective manufacturing processes.

### Artificial Intelligence

**Self-aware and conscious AI systems:** The concepts of awareness and consciousness for artificial systems explores AI capability to develop, for example cognitive attention, anticipation, imagination, and prospection and allow symbiotic interaction with external systems. Various conceptual and technological approaches aim for better understanding of interaction with smart technologies leading to development of resilient and human-centric self-aware AI systems.

### Next Generation of Electronic Devices, Materials and Architectures

**3D interconnects based on nanomaterials:** 2D electronic architectures suffer from “unscaleable” interconnects, making it difficult for them to compete with biological neural systems in terms of real-time information-processing capabilities with comparable energy consumption. Recent advances in materials science, device technology and synaptic architectures have the potential to fill this gap with novel disruptive technologies that go beyond conventional CMOS technology. A promising solution comes from the use of nanomaterials such as the development of vertical nanowire field-effect transistors or the fabrication of high-performance devices enabled by the integration of self-assembled CNT nanocircuits using DNA-templates.
Electronics based on biomolecules: Current efforts for more sustainable electronics can lead to a new type of all-protein based electronics, so called “proteonics”. This new horizon promises passive and active electronic components to be fully CO2-neutral, bio-compatible and bio-degradable, but also allow a natural interface with biological systems which may open completely new opportunities in many areas of science and health. In soft robotics, inspired by mimicking marine worms, stimuli-driven modular morphing robots built from smart shape-memory DNA hydrogels are able to respond to stimuli and adapt to the environment. The use of DNA (cellular or synthetic) has also proved to be a very promising avenue for more energy-efficient, environmentally friendly, and technically robust data storage and archiving.

Flexible, tunable or reconfigurable metadevices: Metadevices are devices characterised by unique functionalities (e.g. tunable, switchable, and nonlinear) enabled by man-made specific subwavelength structures of functional matter. Combining metasurfaces and plasma physics ensure benefits such as non-natural electromagnetic properties enabled by 2D metamaterials and unprecedented reconfigurability and tunability at high frequencies enabled by plasma, both inaccessible for conventional devices. These plasma-based metadevices e.g. tunable lenses for antennas or time-variant 3D reconfigurable components may start a new era for telecommunications with high potential impact on the economy and society. Smart skin enabled by sparse, curved, integrated and flexible metasurfaces using surface and leaky waves can be deployed in applications such as contactless haptics and far-field communication which could open up a wide range of applications in robotics and in medical fields. Recent developments in flexible wearables and IoT bring high-performance sensors based on printed nanosheet networks with increased inter-sheet interaction enabled by chemical crosslinking and physical synthetising of high aspect ratio nanosheets.

Liquid-based memories or computing: Enhancing performance and making electronic devices and components truly sustainable has become urgent. This requires novel and affordable technological solutions for computing and storing information. Use of liquid in this context does not seem to be the most natural path, but recent ideas include the use of colloidal nanoparticles and nanocapillary arrays for low-cost high-density memory (over 100Gbit/mm²) and chemical reservoir computing based on purely molecular information processing systems.

Next generation Photonic Integrated Circuits: Latest developments in photonics and materials science are providing a foundation for a new class of high performance, low-cost Photonic Integrated Circuits (PIC) resulting in compact solutions for a wide range of devices: sensing, computing, etc. Novel ideas include use of functional materials and integrated optical circulators able to distribute exclusively light between passive and active integrated functions, dual comb spectrometers for wideband and high resolution optical (mid-IR) spectroscopy with new level of sensitivity for on chip integrated sensors, or nanoelectromechanical programmable silicon photonics for massive parallel optical interconnects enabling large networks of independent and fully controllable nodes.

Sensors combined with AI for harsh environments: Harsh environments require electronic devices to withstand specific, often extreme, environmental or medium conditions e.g. water or high level of electromagnetic interference or radiation. Long-standing technological challenges for underwater optical wireless communication, related to high-speed connectivity, low or self-power requirements and respect for the environment could be overcome using blue optical phased arrays combined with a large-scale array of DACs and coherent receivers. Radiation measurements, including high-energy is another rapidly developing area where technologies such as AI and nanotechnology (e.g. inorganic nanocrystals) can bring ground-breaking developments leading to high speed and accurate radiant source detection and localization devices.

**CHAPTER 1 / DIGITAL, INDUSTRY & SPACE**

**MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS**

Green and compact particle accelerators: Particle accelerators, widely used in many applications, are currently large and costly systems with a large environmental footprint. Next-generation devices with excellent beam properties in terms of stability, reproducibility, spectrum, duration and time delivery are being developed building on a new concept of accelerating structure which should ensure 100 MeV energy gain gradient needed for industrial applications and enlarge time access for preclinical and clinical phase studies.

**QUANTUM TECHNOLOGIES**

Novel qubits: Like bits in classical computing, qubits are the smallest data storage units in quantum systems. However, qubits exist in a superposition state of 0 and 1 simultaneously. This ability to store multiple states at once makes quantum computers highly powerful. However, short qubit coherence times hamper the implementation of error correction techniques. New types of qubits based on hybrid superconductor- semiconductor platforms can be a viable approach to achieving fault tolerant computation. Such new types of qubits can be generated by encoding quantum information in a topologically protected system that will be engineered by creating arrays of quantum dots with superconducting coupling in two-dimensional electron gases.

Room-temperature quantum devices: The main limit for quantum technology-based devices is linked to their high sensitivity to environmental factors which are often overcome by focusing operation at very low temperatures i.e., a cryogenic setting for quantum devices. New approaches for room-temperature quantum technology platforms include the use of Atomically Precise graphene nanoRibbons (APRs) which are intrinsically predisposed for complex quantum states. These can exhibit novel physical properties such as topological quantum phases and spin polarization controlled by their topology and edge structure.

Energy efficient secure quantum communication: A range of approaches are being explored including the integration of reservoir computing and quantum technology, so called quantum reservoir computing (QRC), which could lead to robust and power-efficient quantum communication and sensing. Likewise, the use of integrated photonic platforms, allowing for low-footprint, alignment-free and mass-manufacturable quantum nodes, could facilitate real-life applications of quantum networks.

**SPACE**

Active space debris removal and recycling: The development of green, compact and affordable concepts for active space debris removal is critical due to escalating debris growth. Removal approaches considered include the use of magnets, de-orbiting mechanisms, nets, harpoons, tethers, space-based lasers and solar sails. The most promising green and affordable concepts are tethers, space-based lasers and solar sails, as they do not require the use of chemical propellants. In the longer-run various concepts for in-space recycling and the reuse of rocket bodies, defunct satellites or fragments of old satellites will emerge. These could include breaking down materials for in-space manufacturing or reusing spacecraft components (e.g., tanks, structural components, electronics) in new ways. This nascent capability will result in numerous applications, ensuring space debris reduction for the benefit of future exploration missions.
Europe is at the forefront of the green transition, with the ‘Fit for 55’ package aiming to reduce EU emissions by 55% by 2030 and achieve climate neutrality by 2050.

Support under the EIC Open calls and under Horizon 2020 including one Challenge call targeting the Green Deal under the EIC Accelerator Pilot in Horizon 2020, have led to a strong portfolio of activity in areas ranging from renewable energy conversion and storage technologies to agrifood innovations, from hydrogen and renewable fuels and chemicals, to low-carbon technologies for the transport and construction sector.

**KEY GREEN TECHNOLOGIES AND RELATIVE SCALE**

- **ENERGY STORAGE**
- **RENEWABLE ENERGY CONVERSION**
- **HYDROGEN**
- **AGRI-FOOD**
- **CONSTRUCTION**
- **RENEWABLE FUELS AND CHEMICALS**
- **TRANSPORT & MOBILITY**

A combination of Open and Challenge calls under Horizon Europe continues to build on these efforts to support the transition to a more resource-efficient and competitive economy with Challenge calls under the EIC Pathfinder under Work Programmes 2021 and 2022 supporting:

- Novel routes to green hydrogen production
- Carbon Dioxide & Nitrogen management and valorisation
- Mid-long term, systems-integrated energy storage

The technologies identified below cover new areas of activity proposed to, and generally supported by the EIC under Horizon Europe that align with the Green agenda.

**Next generation aquaculture technologies:**

Developments in this field are focused on algae-based, fish and shellfish food production in the seas and oceans. This includes microalgae-based marine biotechnology to produce a range of products from neutraceuticals to packaging materials from jellyfish biomass to mollusk shells including with precision fermentation technologies. Novel technologies are also being developed to increase the yield and sustainability of farmed fish and seafood, from the health management (and antibiotic replacement) of farmed fish to the production of several high value species, not yet available through conventional aquaculture.

**Novel breeding technologies for climate-resilient crops:** The goal of these solutions is to enable soil-based food production with lesser fossil fuel dependency and adapted to harsh environmental conditions, primarily heat and drought. Novel developments in the field include novel tomato and rapeseed breeds that absorb more CO₂ (C sinks) and AI-assisted photosynthesis regulation to increase harvest yields.

**Mineral fertilizer free crops:** Advances in this domain strive to provide alternatives to the mainstream but polluting mineral fertilisers from fossil fuels, primarily with fertilisers of microbial origin. Recent developments include novel processes for the direct green conversion of CO₂ and NOx into fertilisers, digital twins for optimised crop production, fertiliser use or advanced software and hardware for soil protection and restoration (optoelectronic chips for detection of soil contaminants or bionic earthworm robots to monitor soil health).

**Precision fermentation:** This relates to the production of high value food and feed, as well as non-edible materials, from low quality inputs and food waste. This cluster is a very important element of decoupling food production from soil depletion and increasingly harsh environments. Precision fermentation is also capable of supporting personalised nutrition plans. Developments observed in the EIC portfolio include fermentation of edible mushrooms roots and food waste into edible products, data analytics & fermentation control to increase dairy farm milk yield, or biopolymer production from agricultural residues.

**Biomimetic design strategies with material computation:** Generative computational technologies emulate organic maximal performance with minimal resources through local material property variation and prioritize a paradigm shift to material-based rather than current geometric form generation. Triggered by natural structures, hierarchical material architectures allow designers and fabricators to imagine radical new opportunities for emergent properties, tailored functionalities and the merging of properties and functionalities in single objects.

**Hybrid and Engineered Living Materials for construction:** These contain living cells that remain biologically active in use-cases through several assemblage techniques that allow materials and structures to grow bottom-up as emergent self-reproducing behaviour of protocols. For more integrated built environments we now see mycelia-based structures as front-runners as together with similar class materials they offer radically new and tailored functionalities over non-living materials, for example self-regeneration, natural adaptation to environmental cues (light, temperature, chemicals), self-growing morphogenesis across hierarchies of scale and structure.
Biotechnology-driven solar energy conversion to fuels and chemicals: Solar cell factories are unicellular microorganisms (cyanobacteria, microalgae) which convert sunlight, water and CO₂ directly into a fuel or chemical. The latter are excreted from the cell and can be harvested. Genetic engineering allows a broad range of possible products, ranging from hydrogen to synthetic fuels or pharmaceuticals.

Direct carbon capture and conversion: Carbon dioxide is a key enabling resource in the production of synthetic fuels and chemicals. However, its capture process is energy intensive. A highly novel approach is to capture carbon with advanced materials and to convert it within the same process into a fuel or chemical. By integrating capture and conversion, the process becomes significantly more energy efficient.

Full circularity with waste as a resource for renewable fuels and chemicals: Water, carbon dioxide and nitrogen are the main resources needed to produce synthetic fuels and chemicals. When scaling up to the global level, one has to make sure that their supply is fully sustainable. Novel approaches seek to turn waste, e.g. wastewater or flue gasses, into a valuable resource replacing e.g. the need for ultrapure drinking water.

Metal-air and flow batteries: These electrochemical battery technologies are being developed to reach higher energy density, scalability and longer cycle life. We observe breakthrough developments in a) the use of raw materials widely available in the EU and using sustainable processes to convert them into electrochemically active components which are inherently safe to use and to operate, b) capability to provide solutions for the optimization of the electricity system.

Waste heat recovery and energy harvesting: New thermoelectric materials are under development for waste heat recovery from industrial to residential sectors, with recent advances in multinary metal halides, 2D topological materials and other xenes, or quantum-confined nanomaterials leading to more efficient and cost-effective solutions also connected to new generations of thermoelectric generators and supercapacitors. Promising research trends include energy harvesting from ambient moisture, from mechanical vibrations, from ambient heat or indoor light.

Intelligent or autonomous high speed mass transportation systems: The mobility sector is experiencing transformational shifts and enters a new age of innovation in terms of autonomous mass transit and other smart public transportation with potential replacement of legacy individual vehicles with shared commuting solutions for instance. Early-stage developments can be highlighted for ultra-fast ‘last-mile’ collective solutions with on-demand services, and new energy efficiency integration models between high-speed mass transportation and urban smart grids.

Next generation traffic safety systems: With increasing complexity and dynamism of traffic systems comes an increasing risk of accidents. Next generation traffic safety systems are needed to safeguard the well-being of urban dwellers and inhabitants. Emerging technologies making waves in this field include cycling safety prediction models, solar-powered luminescent roadway lighting and advanced driver assistance systems for soft and individual mobility.

Metal-air and flow batteries: These electrochemical battery technologies are being developed to reach higher energy density, scalability and longer cycle life. We observe breakthrough developments in a) the use of raw materials widely available in the EU and using sustainable processes to convert them into electrochemically active components which are inherently safe to use and to operate, b) capability to provide solutions for the optimization of the electricity system.

Waste heat recovery and energy harvesting: New thermoelectric materials are under development for waste heat recovery from industrial to residential sectors, with recent advances in multinary metal halides, 2D topological materials and other xenes, or quantum-confined nanomaterials leading to more efficient and cost-effective solutions also connected to new generations of thermoelectric generators and supercapacitors. Promising research trends include energy harvesting from ambient moisture, from mechanical vibrations, from ambient heat or indoor light.

Intelligent or autonomous high speed mass transportation systems: The mobility sector is experiencing transformational shifts and enters a new age of innovation in terms of autonomous mass transit and other smart public transportation with potential replacement of legacy individual vehicles with shared commuting solutions for instance. Early-stage developments can be highlighted for ultra-fast ‘last-mile’ collective solutions with on-demand services, and new energy efficiency integration models between high-speed mass transportation and urban smart grids.

Next generation traffic safety systems: With increasing complexity and dynamism of traffic systems comes an increasing risk of accidents. Next generation traffic safety systems are needed to safeguard the well-being of urban dwellers and inhabitants. Emerging technologies making waves in this field include cycling safety prediction models, solar-powered luminescent roadway lighting and advanced driver assistance systems for soft and individual mobility.
The EIC has a large Health and care portfolio which includes the outputs of EIC Pathfinder Challenge calls in 2021-22 targeting:
- Tools to measure & stimulate activity in brain tissue
- Emerging Technologies in Cell & Gene Therapy
- Cardiogenomics
- Healthcare Continuum technologies

This is complemented by a long history and ongoing support following EIC Open calls for developments leading to novel medical devices and imaging technologies alongside a portfolio of activity responding to the COVID-19 pandemic under the Horizon 2020 programme.

The technologies identified below cover new areas of Health and Care activity proposed to, and generally supported by the EIC under Horizon Europe.

**KEY TECHNOLOGIES AND RELATIVE SCALE IN HEALTH**

**MEDICAL IMAGING**

**METABOLIC MRI:** Metabolic magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a non-invasive technique to acquire images and metabolic information from the human body. Its development and subsequent application will enable a range of clinical conditions, where metabolic processes are central to the diagnosis, to be evaluated. The ability to image cell development within developing clusters is likely to enhance/supersede more traditional anatomical imaging using MRI and other techniques.

**ULTRA-SENSITIVE ULTRASOUND FOR TREATMENT AND IMAGING:** The use of focused ultrasound waves to target structures such as the brain could become a non-invasive alternative to surgery. Early indications suggest it may have some significant advantages over other non-invasive techniques by allowing deeper targets to be reached without impacting non-target tissue.

**BIOTECH: DISEASE MODELLING**

**SPATIAL AND FUNCTIONAL NETWORKS IN OMICS:** Spatial multi-omics covers a wide range of spatial approaches including sequencing-based, transcripts-based, proteins-based and spatial metabolomics. Understanding the molecular basis of complex diseases provides new opportunities for the development of therapies including in the treatment of cancer.

**BIOTECH: THERAPEUTICS**

**SCALING UP mRNA-BASED THERAPIES:** RNA production for therapeutics is reliant on costly in vitro transcription methods. Alternative approaches for producing, isolating and purifying mRNA with high purity and stability at a significantly reduced cost could play a significant role in accelerating the use of RNA based therapies.

**LIQUID BIOPSY BIOMARKERS AS COMPANION DIAGNOSTICS TO GUIDE TREATMENT:** Non-invasive methods such as liquid biopsies offer an easier approach to sample, monitor and devise targeted treatments.

**EXOSOME BASED DRUG DELIVERY SYSTEMS:** Exosomes are small extracellular vesicles used by cells to communicate with one another. Harnessing these could enable their use as drug delivery systems for small molecules, DNA, RNA and other biological payloads for the targeted delivery of therapies for a range of diseases including cancer.

**MEDICAL DEVICES**

**SUPERHUMAN ROBOT ENABLED SURGERY:** Robot-controlled decision-making enabled by Artificial Intelligence, which goes beyond mere robot-assisted procedure execution, is now becoming feasible. This knowledge and capability can also be used outside the operating-room to achieve unprecedented automation with robotic architectures autonomously designing and executing complete experiments with precision.

**ULTRA-SMALL AND EFFICIENT IMPLANTABLE DEVICES:** Developing nano/micrometre scale biocompatible connected devices that are self-powered, using metabolic energy for example, could support a range of functions including assisting communication, movement etc. Such implantable devices could also be used to enable the targeted delivery of micro-litre scale payloads of therapeutic factors in the body.
CHAPTER 2

The goal of the EIC is to position the EU at the forefront of deep tech innovation. To achieve this challenging ambition, a key novelty introduced by the EIC is the role of Programme Managers.

EIC Programme Managers are leading experts in their respective fields capable of leveraging their scientific background, understanding of technology developments and related markets and associated networks to enable the EIC to both identify emerging trends and inform future activities.

Programme Managers apply a portfolio approach in their respective areas of expertise and look to identify opportunities for investment in key technologies to guide development from a very early stage towards the most promising future applications. This comprises the identification of the state-of-the-art, as well as scenario building including on social aspects, where relevant, to understand the implications of the wide uptake of such technologies. Moreover, they also seek to develop a standardised framework for a techno-economic assessment of emerging technologies and look to create a framework for consensus building among the key stakeholders from academia, industry and policy.

This Chapter focuses on providing greater detail on some areas overseen by EIC Programme Managers, highlighting technologies they have identified to be of particular interest and placing them into a wider context of opportunities and associated broader developments. Their contributions further connect, where relevant, the topics identified in Chapter 1 of this report and specific projects in the evolving EIC portfolios they manage.
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REVOLUTIONISING INDUSTRIES WITH QUANTUM TECHNOLOGIES

What’s at stake

Quantum technologies is a rapidly developing field with the potential to revolutionise numerous industries, including computing, communication, sensing, and cryptography. The global market for quantum technologies is projected to grow rapidly in the coming years and their economic, and strategic potential make them a promising area for research and investment by Governments and industries around the world, hoping to gain competitive advantage from its commercialisation.

The US, China, Canada, Japan, UK, Switzerland, France, Germany, and Netherlands are among the countries with the largest public investments in quantum technologies. The European Quantum Flagship, launched in 2018, is the most important EU initiative in support of quantum technologies. With €1 billion allocated over a period of 10 years, it looks to consolidate and expand European scientific leadership and excellence in this area; kick-start a competitive European industry in quantum technologies; and make Europe a dynamic and attractive region for innovative research, business, and investments in this field. Globally, the greatest share of these private investments is still in companies in the United States (49%), followed by those in the United Kingdom (17%) and Canada (14%). Only about 6% of private investments in the field to date are in China and Europe.

Quantum technologies require even more significant capital investment, with the appreciation that the return on investment may not be realised for several years.

The EIC is funding quantum projects at all stages of technology and market maturity and this support looks to align with and complement the Quantum Flagship and EU Digital strategies. Furthermore, the EIC’s investments in quantum technologies through the EIC Accelerator and associated EIC Fund can play an important role in attracting private investment in European quantum start-ups, as its presence as a shareholder de-risks investments by private investors reluctant to invest in high-risk technologies.

This article presents an overview of the emerging technology trends in the EIC projects, and the global position of the EU in the quantum revolution.
Quantum computing is not only a technological advancement but also a new general-purpose paradigm for software development, which can radically influence how a software system is conceived and developed. The interdisciplinary nature of quantum computing leads to complexity in the field. For instance, compared to classical computers, quantum computers have very different properties, such as quantum superposition, entanglement, and no cloning. Therefore, classical software engineering needs to be entirely reworked and extended into the quantum domain, including foundations, quantum computational models, languages and compilers, methods and tools, as well as novel quantum possibilities.

The EIC’s portfolio currently features only a limited set of projects focused on software and simulation, but this is a potentially significant opportunity for the EU, including widening countries, as human capital in this area is limited, whereas the US and other countries have programmes for talent acquisition from all over the world, including Europe.

Quantum computing is a rapidly advancing field, but large-scale fault-tolerant quantum computers are still in the early stages of development. Quantum computers with a few dozen to a few hundred qubits have been developed, but they are prone to errors and require error correction for most applications. Even quantum communication technologies such as quantum key distribution (QKD), which have reached a relatively high level of maturity and are available commercially, lack widespread adaptation and integration into existing communication infrastructure, and further developments are required.

Qubits currently require extremely low-temperature conditions, constant cooling and enhanced isolation from noise. Start-ups are therefore designing advanced qubit architectures and control methods to mitigate the practical applications of qubits. Novelties in qubit design, high-fidelity quantum gates and room-temperature controllers allow noise-resilient and decoherence-free functioning. This way, technological innovations open new ways to scale up multi-qubit devices. The impact of noble qubits on quantum technologies will be very high as it can potentially lead into qubits scalability, less extreme performance conditions and better performance of quantum computers.

The EIC has targeted this opportunity through a dedicated Pathfinder Challenge, with the portfolio now featuring several projects focusing on the development of novel qubits.

As long as pure quantum applications are not mature enough for the market, hybrid quantum computing will be one of the most promising approaches for industrial applications. The combination of quantum elements and classic computers optimises both to solve highly complex problems. Hybrid systems adapt quantum power for various applications, including investment projection, route optimisation, city planning, energy distribution, and more. While waiting for the full-scale deployment of quantum computing, hybridisation provides early access to quantum computing for business problems. The impact of hybrid quantum applications on different technology areas and applications is expected to be very high and Europe is already very active in this area. This important field has been supported by the European High-Performance Computer Quantum Simulator hybrid (HPCQS) initiative. This initiative seeks to integrate and couple two quantum simulators, each capable of controlling more than 100 qubits, with two existing European Tier-0 supercomputers, and deploy an open European federated hybrid HPC-QS infrastructure that will provide non-commercial cloud access to public and private European users. To date, there is limited EIC activity in this area.

Conclusion

The EIC and its funding instruments are playing a key role in helping the European quantum ecosystem to transfer European innovation from lab-to-fab and specifically support European start-ups and SMEs to scale up and further develop the highest potential quantum technologies with full potential. So far, the EIC has invested in twenty outstanding European quantum start-ups all over Europe, which have strived for larger investment rounds. Several EIC quantum beneficiaries have received investment from co-investors including venture capital funds, impact investment funds and corporate venture funds. The EIC will look to build on these efforts, attracting more private investments to Europe and nurturing an ecosystem of quantum researchers and entrepreneurs.
What’s at stake

Electronics is everywhere and the global demand for electronics-embedded products continues to increase. By 2024, this will amount to a staggering 35 billion Internet of Things (IoT) devices installed and connected worldwide, with the wider market for electronic goods expected to double by 2050.

The EU has under the Chips Act\(^9\) set an ambitious goal of increasing its share of the global electronic chips market to 20% by 2030, ensuring European sovereignty in certain strategic value chains. Delivering against these ambitions will require a shift towards more sustainable electronics to reduce the demand for energy and water in manufacture, more careful management of energy consumption in the use of digital technologies including artificial intelligence and edge computing, and a reduction in or shift from the use of rare earth metals, which are both finite and generally sourced from outside Europe. Furthermore, growth in the EU’s market share will require diversification beyond its two biggest markets for home-grown electronics which centre on mobility (mostly but not only automotive) and industry.

However, semiconductors have a well-established and complex value chain that is difficult to break. The substitution of current silicon-based approaches is extremely complicated and in general, needs high investment and long development times. Efforts must span fundamental understanding of physics and breakthrough ideas though to their commercialisation by start-ups.

High potential technologies and the EIC portfolio

This focuses on the development and use of novel materials and processes with lower environmental impacts. The EIC’s portfolio already features projects that, for example, use electronics based on biomolecules, such as protein-based solutions, PRINGLE\(^{10}\), hybrid organic interfaces, PROGENY\(^{11}\), and 3D-Biofabricated high-performance DNA-carbon nanotube digital electronics 3D-BRICKS\(^{12}\). Such efforts were further reinforced through a Pathfinder Challenge in 2022 focused on DNA digital data storage.

Novel manufacturing processes from etching-based to additive 5D Nanoprinting\(^{13}\) are also being explored, alongside efforts to reduce energy and/or water consumption and avoid the use of certain harmful chemicals e.g., by using complex chemical reaction networks for breakthrough scalable reservoir computing, using photo-piezoelectrets based on light sensitive composite, and using mixed ionic and electronic transport in conjugated polymers. While many of the approaches under consideration are at the earliest stages of R&D, the potential for exploitation in the longer term appears promising.
NOVEL DEVICES WITH REDUCED ENERGY CONSUMPTION

The EIC is supporting early-stage research through the Pathfinder scheme to improve the understanding of phonons TOCHA and other particles that could help reduce energy consumption and/or heat dissipation issues. Devices with reduced energy consumption are particularly relevant for edge computing and IoT applications and, to this end, the applicability of emerging research results and the scalability of the associated processes to specific devices are also being analysed to accelerate commercialisation.

INTEGRATION OF DEVICES

2D materials and photonic integrated circuits show considerable potential in reducing the energy consumption of devices. Approaches for novel interconnections such as under FVLLMONTI and efficient packaging solutions under ORIGENAL also need to be explored, and recyclability and lifetime extension should be analysed holistically. Moreover, issues surrounding reliability need further analysis.

Conclusion

Global and European policy ambitions are pushing the electronics sector towards more sustainable and circular approaches that will decrease the environmental impact of the sector and the resulting products. Sustainable electronics have the potential to create new business opportunities for European industry, which is in turn vital for European competitiveness, sustainability and security, and the EIC will build on its current portfolio through a new Pathfinder Challenge in 2023 focused on supporting the shift from fossil-based materials to bio-based materials, and on the use of material and energy-efficient manufacturing processes, including a decrease in the use of critical raw materials and hazardous chemicals.

However, while sustainability considerations for the sector are becoming more prevalent, there are also limitations to its development due to the high levels of risk, the long-term nature of investment returns, complex supply chains with high barriers to entry into a well-established high performing sector, and the scale of the capital required. Furthermore, as many of the promising approaches under consideration by the EIC are at a low Technology Readiness Level (TRLs), efforts must be made to maintain support throughout the development cycle and ensure exploitation, by not only tackling performance requirements but also by ensuring the sustainability of all approaches under consideration.
PROPELLANT-LESS TECHNOLOGY FOR ACTIVE DEBRIS REMOVAL (ADR)

What’s at stake

An increasing number of satellite launches and constellations leads to ever increasing space debris: current estimates point to more than 11,000 tonnes in total mass of all space objects in Earth’s orbit according to the latest ESA statistics, with 1,990 rocket bodies and 2,250 dysfunctional satellites. Increasing debris in turn increases the probability of collision. Also known as the Kessler syndrome, this is a scenario under which the density of space debris in certain orbits results in a cascade effect, with each collision generating additional space debris and increasing the likelihood of further collisions.

Collisions between space debris and operational satellites lead to losses of communication, earth observation and navigation services. Satellite owners incur not only losses of critical space infrastructure, but also revenue from paying commercial customers.

Numerous studies point to a market potential of up to $980 million by 2031 for active debris removal in space, as debris above 650km up to 800km orbits may take up to 100-150 years to de-orbit. With the need to sustain the usability of Earth’s orbits, space debris remediation, covering moving, removing or reusing debris is becoming critically important, as demonstrated by the figure below, which shows the effect of space debris removal over a 200-year timespan.

Today a range of remediation approaches are under consideration, such as active debris removal and reusing space debris. There are number of de-orbiting technologies, such as involved de-orbiting mechanisms, the use of magnets or robotic arms, nets, harpoons, and others.

However, there are also green de-orbiting solutions, such as tethers, space-based lasers and solar sails, referred to as propellant-less technologies. These offer a number of advantages: firstly, a significant cost saving in terms of mass, due to the absence of a propellant and in the use of natural resources. Secondly, unlike propellant-based technologies, their lifetime is not limited by the amount of propellant onboard. Finally, some propellant-less technologies like Electrodynamic tethers (EDTs) operate passively, typically resulting in simple and light systems.

Such systems could also lead to a reduction in space debris and the development of technologies enabling greater European autonomy, thanks to a reduced dependency on imported propellants.

In the long-run, approaches for in-space recycling of space debris such as rocket bodies, defunct satellites and fragments of old satellites are also likely to emerge. These will enable the conversion and transformation of debris into valuable in-space resources such as fuel to ensure long-term orbital sustainability. In-space recycling and the reuse of space assets in orbit could also enable the circular reutilisation of resources in Space Assembly and Manufacturing (ISAM) markets, that will ensure efficient approaches to reutilising and / or removing space debris.

The design and development of de-orbiting technology, such as tethers, solar sails, space-based lasers, laser pushed light sails, aerobraking or atmosphere breathing electric propulsion (ABEP) will support the emergence of disruptive and game changing propellant-less technology that have a reduced environmental impact and dependency on chemical propellants such as Krypton and Xenon.
These are long conducting wires deployed by a tether spacecraft. Once an EDT is deployed it operates on electromagnetic principles. Thanks to an electrodynamic effect, the tether captures electrons from the ambient plasma passively. A small electron emitter emits the electrons back to the plasma, yielding a steady electric current. In the case of the EIC funded E.T.Pack project\(^2\), the EDT produces a propulsive force by using the natural space environment that includes the geomagnetic field and the ambient plasma and a bare-photovoltaic tether, enhancing its performance by harvesting energy from the Sun. The action of the geomagnetic field on the tether current gives a Lorentz force which in low earth orbit is the drag force that produces the re-entry (de-orbit) of the spacecraft, while providing power for on-board use. The E.T-Pack project is developing a de-orbiting kit that will aim to remove the upper stages of launchers or satellites.

**Electrodynamic (EDT) Tethers**

These are long conducting wires deployed by a tether spacecraft. Once an EDT is deployed it operates on electromagnetic principles. Thanks to an electrodynamic effect, the tether captures electrons from the ambient plasma passively. A small electron emitter emits the electrons back to the plasma, yielding a steady electric current. In the case of the EIC funded E.T.Pack project\(^2\), the EDT produces a propulsive force by using the natural space environment that includes the geomagnetic field and the ambient plasma and a bare-photovoltaic tether, enhancing its performance by harvesting energy from the Sun. The action of the geomagnetic field on the tether current gives a Lorentz force which in low earth orbit is the drag force that produces the re-entry (de-orbit) of the spacecraft, while providing power for on-board use. The E.T-Pack project is developing a de-orbiting kit that will aim to remove the upper stages of launchers or satellites.

**Atmosphere Breathing Electric Propulsion (ABEP)**

At very low earth orbits (VLEOs), spacecraft are exposed to strong aerodynamic drag. To maintain an orbit at these altitudes the spacecraft should constantly generate thrust to compensate for continuous drag. The use of ABEP for VLEOs enables the collection of residual gases and their use as a propellant for an electric thruster and appears to be a promising approach for future space missions that are also sustainable due to In-Situ Resource Utilisation (ISRU) and enhanced payload performance due to low altitude operations.\(^2\) Under the EIC Pathfinder funded DISCOVERER project,\(^2\) the team has investigated ABEP under five mission scenarios: circular orbit maintenance, orbit raising and de-orbiting around Earth, elliptical orbit maintenance around Earth, circular orbit maintenance around Mars and space tug and refuelling missions on Earth and Mars.

**Space-based Lasers**

The use of space-based laser beams to push space debris or a satellite and move it to a lower orbit could permit faster de-orbiting. The benefits of a space-based laser is that it does not pass through the atmosphere and avoids beam deformation. There are a number of concepts looking at the use of space-based lasers to perform debris remediation. For example, in the US concepts such as the Laser Ablative Debris Removal by Orbital Impulse Transfer (LADROIT) look at using space-based lasers for removing small debris from 1-10cm in Low Earth Orbits. Others such as Japan are investigating the possibility of using space-based lasers to de-tumble satellites or even use small lasers on board small satellites for de-orbiting large debris.

**Solar Sails**

This concept uses the radiation pressure from Sunlight reflected on large sails. The sail captures the momentum of photons and pushes the spacecraft forward without using any fuel. Solar sails can be used also for de-orbit space debris. Bottom-up solar sail innovations have emerged with the "Gamma Alpha" mission and the Drag Augmentation Deorbiting System (ADEO) breaking sail.\(^2\) The Gamma Alpha mission launched a demonstrator testing a large aluminium-coated polyamide membrane attached to four metallic booms, following its jack-in-a-box deployment.\(^2\)

**Conclusion**

The design and development of groundbreaking de-orbiting technology will support the emergence of game changing propellant-less technology. Each will have different applications, such as active debris removal of dysfunctional satellites or of large debris, orbit raising/correction of satellites/space tugs and station-keeping.

However, to date, few of these propellant-less technologies have reached a prototype and in-space technology demonstration level. The EIC space portfolio, building on the legacy of the FET-OPEN has under Work Programme 2023 sought to support European space companies take advantage of this opportunity, through an Accelerator Challenge to scale up ideas in collision avoidance capabilities; the collection, recovery and transformation of space debris; and mature in-orbit satellite servicing and active debris removal.

These innovations will secure green de-orbiting technologies and markets, by ensuring the usability of earth-orbits, address the need to tap into in-orbit satellite markets and further grow the innovative in-space servicing activities, extend satellites lifetime and generating revenue for satellite owners.
FUELS AND CHEMICALS FROM THE SUN – A POTENTIAL GAME CHANGER FOR OUR CURRENT ENERGY AND PRODUCTION SYSTEM

What’s at stake

The current energy crisis underlines our over-dependence on fossil resources across all industrial sectors: energy generation and the provision of everyday goods is heavily reliant on the steady extraction and utilisation of fossil resources, which serve both as a source of energy and of carbon, e.g., to produce polymers for plastics.

Removing CO₂ from the atmosphere or from industrial waste streams and turning it from a pollutant into a valuable resource coupled with renewable energy conversion technologies, such as photovoltaics offers a route out of this dependency on fossil fuels and their associated impacts on the climate and economic security.

A peculiarity of the field of renewable fuels and chemicals is the breadth of technology options under consideration. Often, these approaches have emerged from different research communities, which are not necessarily connected and may thus employ different terminology and language to describe process and device performances.

The EIC actively supports EU initiatives (mainly the European SUNERGY² initiative, a merger of the finished SUNRISE and ENERGY-X coordination and support action) to create a European innovation ecosystem around solar fuels. The development of a common vision and roadmap around solar fuels and chemicals are among its main goals. At international level, the Mission Innovation IC5 2.0 – Sunlight to X task force brings together governmental representatives around the topic under the leadership of the European Commission. For Carbon Capture and Utilisation, CO₂ Value Europe – an international and non-profit organisation - unites the respective communities.

High potential technologies and the EIC portfolio

There are number of complementary approaches that can be adapted and deployed at scale to achieve a climate-neutral Europe by 2050:

- Biotechnology-driven solar energy conversion into fuels and chemicals
- Direct carbon capture and conversion
- Full circularity with waste as a resource for fuels and chemicals
- Advanced materials for scalable PV

Related identified topics in Chapter 1

ARTIFICIAL PHOTOSYNTHESIS

Stand-alone devices directly converting sunlight to produce gases and liquids take their inspiration from nature. As in the case of photosynthesis, solar energy, water, and abundantly available molecules such as CO₂ and nitrogen are converted into a manifold of products, including drop-in fuels and platform chemicals.

To achieve a higher efficiency, and therefore a smaller land footprint compared to photosynthesis, there are currently two main routes:

- Power-to-X, carbon capture and utilisation technologies: These provide a solution in the short and medium term. To go from the resource (i.e., the Sun) to the final product, multiple steps must be carried out, including renewable electricity production, carbon dioxide capture, electrolysis and thermochemical or biological upgrading. The resulting products are called efuels, electrofuels or powerfuels and large pilot plants are being developed to demonstrate industrial feasibility. Besides the use of renewable electricity, solar heat can also drive the splitting of water and the reduction of CO₂. These renewable heat-based technologies are currently at an intermediate technology readiness level with certain large-scale pilot demonstration projects under development. The ambition to achieve full circularity with waste, such as waste heat or industrial waste gas streams, as a resource for fuels and chemicals has also gained increasing importance in recent times.
**Solar-to-X technologies:** These consist of single devices covering the whole chain, from light absorption to chemical conversion. Approaches such as biotechnology-driven solar energy conversion bare the promise of highly reduced balance-of-plant requirements compared to the indirect approaches. Not requiring electrical grid infrastructure, it is especially adapted for remote locations. Currently, these technologies are at a low technological maturity level. In view of the urgent need to provide solutions to the energy and climate crisis, the current ambition here is to quickly marry concepts with engineering and to bring the field to the next step, through the development of scalable prototypes.

The EIC’s thematic project portfolio on renewable fuels and chemicals includes relatively mature, electricity-based technologies to provide a pragmatic solution in the short-to-medium term for hard-to-abate sectors. The challenge is to de-risk these technologies for their future widespread industrial application. These projects under the EIC Pathfinder have proven the general feasibility and attractiveness of technologies converting sunlight, water and carbon dioxide into fuels and chemicals including the Aleaf, Diacat, SoFia or Licrox projects with some of the recently completed projects offering valuable insights on the state-of-the-art of the field and future requirements.

**ELECTRIFICATION**

The provision of electricity for industry and wider society has been enabled by significant technological progress in photovoltaic technology alongside associated cost reductions. Scalable PV technology using novel advanced materials to facilitate the production of renewable electricity and its direct use in electrical engines, for example, is a very efficient way of deploying renewable energy. However, there are sectors and applications where energy supply must be very dense and compact as in the case of cross continental air travel, or where there is a need for carbon-containing resources for the fabrication of goods. Sectors such as chemicals cannot be simply “decarbonised”, rather “defossilised” by providing fossil-free feedstock from abundantly available, local resources. Renewable fuels and chemicals are an important route towards defossilisation for sectors that are hardly electrifiable. The EIC Accelerator supports for example INERATEC GmbH with its ImPower2X project for the renewable production of aviation fuel.

**FROM RENEWABLE HYDROGEN TO COMPLEX HYDROCARBONS AND AMMONIA**

The most prominent example of a renewable fuel is renewable or green hydrogen obtained via the electrolysis of water. This includes Electrochaea GmbH with the Echaea project on the biological conversion of hydrogen and carbon dioxide into methane. EIC Transition has also supported the development of an electrolyzer directly turning water and CO₂ into the platform molecule carbon monoxide within the SolarCO2Value project. The EIC Pathfinder supported among others the FuturoLEAF project exploring the production of sustainable chemicals from water and CO₂ via cyanobacteria. However, a cost-efficient and sustainable supply of CO₂ through, for example, direct carbon capture and conversion is crucial for the economic viability of such processes and more work is needed to improve the capture of CO₂ to drive down energy costs.

The stability of CO₂ and molecular nitrogen makes their conversion into fuels and chemicals an additional technical challenge with a requirement for significant increases in the demand for renewable energy. The resulting products could however provide seasonal storage of renewable energy and enable energy resilience by relying on local resources. The variety of end products will enable multiple sectors to be addressed with the processes and products customised to the local environment, with respect for the locally available resources and specific product needs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology Specific Solutions</th>
<th>2023 - 2026 Accelerator</th>
<th>2026 - 2035 Transition</th>
<th>2035 - 2050 Pathfinder</th>
<th>Vision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industrialisation &amp; Upscaling</td>
<td>ImPower2X</td>
<td>SolarCO2Value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biotechnology-Driven Solar Energy Conversion</td>
<td>Echaea</td>
<td>ASTEIser</td>
<td>FutureLEAF</td>
<td>PLANKT-ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct (Carbon) Capture &amp; Conversion</td>
<td>DAMACO2</td>
<td>HiCon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Circularities With Waste as a Resource</td>
<td>Reversion</td>
<td>HYSOLCHEM</td>
<td>SuperVol</td>
<td>ANEMEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0 Device Designs Exploiting Fundamental Phenoma</td>
<td>CatArt</td>
<td>realCtar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1:** Clustering of selected EIC projects to showcase current and emerging trends in the field of renewable fuels and chemicals (Orange: running projects; Green: completed projects; Gray: projects under preparation)
Conclusion

There is a clear political will to establish a carbon-neutral future running on renewable energy sources. Political, societal and ecological drivers from now to 2050 include increasing our renewable capacity, decreasing our fossil-fuel dependence and scaling-up low-carbon industrial processes.

Short to medium-term efforts could focus on the valorisation of waste carbon oxides from industrial point sources, and the production of sufficient quantities of green hydrogen which can then be combined with these carbon oxides and nitrogen from ammonia and a range of other valuable hydrocarbons using renewable electricity to de-fossilise diverse sectors and achieve industrial symbiosis. In the longer term, standalone devices producing a range of molecules from sunlight, water and carbon dioxide/ nitrogen could support decentralised production and the strengthening of local economies.

The timely development and upscaling of these technologies will require clear legislation on renewable energy production and CO$_2$ - unclear legislation on renewable CO$_2$ sourcing and carbon taxing are the major bottlenecks for profitable business cases and to retain private investments. In addition, a peculiarity of this field are high CAPEX investments when passing from the prototype to the industrial demonstration scale, often involving several players in the value chain, covering the provision of carbon dioxide, renewable energy, conversion technologies and refineries. All the bricks of the value chain have to be optimised with respect to each other to achieve cost and energy-efficient processes, and this must be coupled with the de-risking and market creation strategy enabled by public funding.

ACCELERATED DISCOVERY OF NOVEL MATERIALS TO SUPPORT THE ENERGY TRANSITION

What’s at stake

The world must run toward a net-zero emissions economy. This will require fundamental technology shifts across industries and product value chains at an unprecedented speed. Advanced Materials (AMs) are materials that are processed, synthesised, fabricated, and manufactured to feature performance properties exceeding the corresponding properties of already existing materials. They are an enabling technology to accelerate the transformation of the European energy system and provide game-changing solutions, potentially driving the green and digital transformation.

Europe has a very limited presence in the value chain for mining, refining/processing, and the trade of critical raw materials (CRMs), defined as raw materials of both high economic importance and high supply risk. Some of these are also enablers for many renewable energy technologies.

Europe’s dependence on third countries to access CRMs. Not taking urgent action will pose a considerable risk for the EU’s future energy security and its decarbonisation ambitions. AMs for energy without CRMs will merit more and more attention to prevent nation’s controlling CRM production having disproportionate economic and geopolitical power.

Europe should focus on the discovery of AMs without CRMs for energy application, in addition to applying a circular economy approach to the mining, exploration and extraction activities of CRMs.

The EU ecosystem of innovation, including EU public and private research organisations as well companies, needs to increase and accelerate the investments dedicated to the development of modern approaches for the discovery of AMs. It will have to combine a bottom-up exploration approach to materials discovery (mostly addressing the fundamental aspects of materials science with a strong scientific impact), with a top-down exploitation approach, based on solving well defined problems with a strong economic impact.
The potential for new CRM-free materials discoveries is however high, as the periodic table offers numerous elements which can be combined in multinary material compositions and also understand the effects of the short (i.e., light absorption) and long-term (i.e., structural imperfections) interactions. It combines empirical data, obtained experimentally, with theoretical data, obtained computationally, frequently starting from different databases (i.e., computation-based materials databases). Thanks to innovative methods such as machine learning as well as significant improvements in computing power (i.e., high performance computing), computational materials research is shifting from explaining properties to predicting new materials.

Examples of different applications of data-driven and physics-informed Artificial Intelligence for the modelling of AMs span from text mining for data extraction from different literature databases to the identification and computation of descriptors that strongly correlate with the targeted complex materials properties, to surrogate modelling of more complex simulations to create digital twins that faithfully reproduce the response of the actual material. This is the dawn of a new era, where the combination of computational materials science, machine learning and high-throughput methods, concurrently used according to a multi-scale approach, will allow the AMs ecosystem of innovation to reach, among others, the ambitious goal of developing CRM-free AMs to support Europe’s energy transition.

The increasing use of these enabling technologies will help leverage prior knowledge – stored in databases or extracted by computational means from electronically available literature – to enable the identification of advanced materials and associated production processes in support of the EU’s policy ambitions for the energy transition.

The EIC is supporting the discovery of advanced materials for energy through its evolving portfolio of activity. Projects funded through the EIC Pathfinder Challenges focus on ‘Novel routes to green hydrogen production’, ‘Carbon dioxide and nitrogen management and valorisation’, and ‘Mid to long term and systems integrated energy storage’ are now working towards approaches that avoid or limit the use of toxic and critical raw materials, while implementing a circular life cycle approach. A number of these projects are employing interlinked digital tools to discover advanced materials.

The field of computer simulations of materials is a central pillar in modern materials science. It can enable understanding of the complex interplay of interactions and phenomena considering the many effects happening from very small (i.e., quantum interaction) to large length scales (i.e., macroscopic properties) in real materials.
**MACHINE LEARNING (ML)**

ML is a subset of Artificial Intelligence that contributes markedly to materials informatics, by using a range of algorithms to build models based on patterns in data that can be used to make predictions\(^5\), \(^6\), \(^7\), \(^8\), \(^9\), \(^10\), \(^11\) starting from experimental and computational data. ML has recently been shown to accelerate discovery and optimise functional materials for real world applications, such as catalysts, photovoltaics, optoelectronic materials, and thermoelectrics\(^\text{25}, \text{26}, \text{27}, \text{28}, \text{29}, \text{30}\) by complementing expensive, time and resource-intensive first-principles electronic structure calculations to provide insights into complex, multidimensional structure-property relations\(^\text{31}, \text{32}, \text{33}, \text{34}, \text{35}, \text{36}, \text{37}, \text{38}\).

**HIGH-THROUGHPUT METHODS (HTM)**

A range of high throughput approaches such as high-throughput synthesis (HTS), high throughput characterisation (HTC) and high-throughput data analysis (HTDA) are accelerating the discovery of advanced materials for energy.

Among the many HTS approaches, worth a mention are: a) inkjet printing used to prepare candidate advanced materials libraries, as in the case of Oxygen Reaction Reduction (ORR) electrocatalysts\(^\text{39}\); or b) sputtering of thin film libraries, used as a unique platform to perform combinatorial synthesis, and enabling fast materials screening\(^\text{40}\). The construction of autonomous HTM platforms, with the ability to assist materials scientists from the selection of synthetic routes to the synthesis and characterisation of the molecules and materials is still a work in progress. HTC techniques remain time consuming, when studying local properties such as the composition or crystal structure. In this sense, HTC with the ability to study materials libraries in parallel have yet to be developed.

**MULTI-SCALE MODELLING APPROACH**

This approach with derive algorithms describes behaviour at a given length scale based on the physics at a finer scale (electrons, atoms, molecules of mesoscale such phases or grains) differentially from conventional phenomenological paradigm, which describes material behaviour directly at a coarser scale. This multi-scale approach provides a link between fine and coarse scales potentially accelerating the development of advanced materials\(^\text{41}\). In fact, such an approach allows one to concurrently design new advanced materials while designing the industrial process where the materials will be produced or used. To give an example, in the case of new catalysts it is worth designing the most suitable pelleting process, the type of reactor where the catalyst should be placed, the regeneration process, etc., and finally evaluate all aspects that contribute to determining the economic feasibility of the advanced materials under consideration.

**Conclusion**

To remain competitive in the transition to a green and resilient energy system, and to overcome the challenges of a resilient and sustainable society, Europe needs to accelerate the discovery of scalable advanced materials and processes for energy without CRMs.

Identifying and effectively balancing the trade-off between technical performance and the nature, or criticality of, the raw materials in use will enable the development of “marketable” technologies, with component suppliers and manufacturers that will deliver solutions that ensure the security of Europe’s supply of raw material for energy, in line with the EU’s CRM Act.

The EIC, with its hands-on portfolio approach, provides both funding and strategic scientific and business guidance to its beneficiaries, and endeavours to apply enabling technologies to a range of fields such as the generation and storage of energy, renewable H\(_2\) production, storage, and use, as well the production of useful chemicals by combining CO\(_2\) and Nitrogen compounds. The EIC portfolio approach is a novelty within the European institutions, which promises to deliver ground-breaking research results in the field of advanced materials for energy from basic science to market uptake.
TOWARDS CARBON NEUTRAL AND CARBON NEGATIVE CONSTRUCTION

What’s at stake

To accommodate the largest wave of building growth in human history, from 2020 to 2060, data suggests an addition of about 240 billion m² of new floor area to the global building stock, the equivalent of adding an entire New York City to the world, every month, for 40 years.78, 79

Concrete and cement are by far the most widely used building materials. However, cement production in particular accounts for around 8% of global CO2 emissions. Innovative pathways are thus essential to decarbonise cement and concrete to achieve net-zero emissions by 2050.

The Figure below summarises some of the approaches under consideration from both the side of supply and demand of cement and concrete to reduce its carbon emissions.

Conventional supply-side strategies for reducing carbon emissions include carbon capture and storage (CCS), renewable fuels, the electrification of kilns, reduction of clinker fraction in cement (SCM, slag, fly ash) and the reduction of cement fraction in concrete (mix design, process optimisation, fillers, admixtures). Emerging supply-side strategies push these strategies even further (e.g., LC3) or aim to substitute hydraulic Portland cement clinker all together. For example, the EIC Accelerator funded start-up, MATERRUP, develops technologies around uncalcined crosslinked clay cement to reduce carbon emissions.80 These supply-side strategies are also complemented by demand-side strategies that focus on material efficient design.
High potential technologies and the EIC portfolio

**CARBON NEUTRAL AND CARBON NEGATIVE BUILDING MATERIALS**

Modern concrete is a carefully designed mixture of sand, aggregates, additives, and fillers bonded by hardened cement. Cement is about 10% of the concrete mix and is the high-cost component and largest carbon emitter. The most common form of cement is by far Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) which is essentially made from limestone (calcium carbonate), clay, and supplements at very high temperatures in a cement kiln. The dominance of OPC is a result of the abundance and accessibility of its main mineral ingredients in the earth’s crust: an essential factor for all innovations that aim to substitute OPC with alternative materials.

When considering decarbonisation strategies, it is important to draw a distinction between hydraulic cements such as OPC, and non-hydraulic cements. Hydraulic cements harden through hydration reactions between cement and water. Non-hydraulic cements reverse calcination by extracting and mineralising CO2 from the air in a carbonation process: offering an interesting decarbonization option.

The main approaches for alternative low-carbon cement clinkers are alkali activated binders (geopolymers), reactive belite-rich portland clinker (RBPC), belite-y’elimite-ferrite clinker (BYF), carbonatable calcium clinker (CCSC), and the use of magnesium oxides derived from magnesium silicates (MOMS). To date, the first four approaches offer interesting albeit incremental improvements to existing processes that have yet to scale. Successful scaling depends among other considerations on local availability of raw materials and processing of magnesium oxide from magnesium silicates are often the host rocks for valuable ores (nickel, chromium). Therefore, extracting magnesium silicates from existing mine wastes can be an attractive option to explore further.

Research suggests that magnesium-based cements and concrete can potentially provide superior mechanical properties to OPC, which may in turn reduce consumption. Further, basic thermodynamic considerations suggest that the minimum energy requirement to decompose a magnesium-rich mineral by means of a yet unspecified industrial process is about 0.86 GJ per tonne of MgO produced, which is about half of the energy needed for OPC clinker. Further, as magnesium oxide can harden either by hydration (in reaction with hydrated magnesium carbonates) or by carbonation (to give magnesium carbonates), it is conceivable that hardened MOMS-based binders could even become a net carbon sink. As these carbonates are stable and can be stored for a very long time, they offer value of secure “permanence” in (future) carbon markets.

MOMS binders are in the early stages of research and therefore of low innovation maturity. The key unresolved issue for MOMS surrounds the exploration, extraction, and processing of magnesium oxide from magnesium silicate rocks in a cost efficient, energy efficient, and carbon efficient way at an industrial scale. Variations in the composition of magnesium silicate rocks can also pose a challenge for product quality. Novel computational material science approaches (including AI and Machine Learning) may accelerate or even leapfrog developments in this area.

Finally, while global reserves of magnesium silicates (preferably magnesium-rich olivine) are more than sufficient to meet global cement demand, they are much less well-distributed than limestones. Magnesium silicates are often the host rocks for valuable ores (nickel, chromium). Therefore, extracting magnesium silicates from existing mine wastes can be an attractive option to explore further.

Demand-side strategies aim to reduce carbon emissions by designing and using efficient/ alternative materials with low or negative carbon emissions. Here, nature provides much inspiration as it uses few materials in endlessly complex ways unlike humans who use a wide array of materials in relatively simple, but wasteful ways.

The key for this transformation is the symbiotic triad of computational design, digitalised fabrication, and novel materials, where the state of the art is now extending the art of the possible. For example, advanced algorithmically designed 3D-printed floor slabs consume 50% less concrete while computationally designed complex 3D “shell” structures made of a composite of woven fabric and a minimal amount of sprayed concrete also pre-empt the use of wasteful temporary formwork. Hierarchically structured “metamaterials” aim to do even more with less by introducing ever finer hierarchical structuring inside the volume of materials.

The EIC is currently supporting several promising projects in this area. For example, the Pathfinder project “BOHEME” develops bio-inspired hierarchical metamaterials. The Pathfinder project “ADAM 2” aims to introduce microstructures into the Computer Aided Design (CAD) paradigm. The EIC Accelerator funded start-ups SVELTEDCA PARTNERS and Odico are developing digital fabrication technologies to translate visions of complex curved shapes into reality, while Modvion is developing design and industrialised production technologies that substitute steel for engineered timber in large tubular wind turbine towers.

The degree of sophistication to fully leverage these capabilities has yet to be reached, however. By taking inspiration from nature, which efficiently exploits hierarchically structured metamaterials from the macro- to nanoscale, there is tremendous scope to draw further value and inspiration from the natural pool of proven concepts.

To stimulate more advanced research and innovation in this domain, the EIC has therefore launched two Challenge competitions under EIC Work Programme 2023 targeting both early-stage research and the commercialisation and scaling of more mature concepts.

**BIOMIMETIC AND COMPUTATIONAL DESIGN STRATEGIES WITH NOVEL MATERIALS**
Supply and demand side innovations which can contribute to carbon neutral construction are now attracting increasing interest and investment from private investors including VCs across the globe. These moves are also underpinned by several roadmaps developed for the cement industry outlining collective commitments of the world’s leading cement and concrete companies to emissions reductions by making more efficient use of cement and concrete, as well as novel processes emitting less CO2, or even permanently trapping CO2 in our built environment.

However, breakthrough technologies have to date required decades of R&D and the scale of funding from the public and private sector must scale with the challenges facing the sector as well its sheer size and contribution to our economy. By way of an illustrative example, EU funding of €3.6 million to a consortium of research partners involving the start-up Solidia under the EU’s LIFE programme required over €100m of further private investment in Solidia through fundraising in the US and the EU to complete the development and scale commercialisation of its low-carbon cement technology based on CCSC technology (carbonatable calcium silicate clinker).

Large investments in new plants at different locations will also be required rather than smaller adjustments involving “drop-in” technologies or adaptations of existing cement plants. Further, given that most of the growth in demand for cementitious materials is expected in non-OECD regions like Africa and India “robustness” will need to be built into any innovation from the start i.e., they must be easy implementable at very large scale, at low cost while accounting for the realities of these regions.

Conclusion

What’s at stake

Global energy systems cannot be optimised in isolation, or with one solution that fits all systems and needs. There is for instance an inextricable link between water and energy use (the so-called water-energy nexus), with large amounts of energy needed for water extraction, treatment, irrigation on one side, and for energy generation (now including hydrogen production) on the other. Such dependencies are also evident in the trade-off of natural resources for food and energy production.

The demand for energy from fossil fuel also continues to increase (alongside corresponding CO2 emissions) for the production of materials and chemicals in critical and hard to abate sectors such as steel and other metals, cement and non-metallic minerals, or plastic and rubber.

Addressing these demands with the associated security of supply issues and de-industrialization risks due to increasing energy costs, calls for visionary innovations in the area of energy efficiency, in the use of domestic resources and circular approaches to materials and processes, which must in turn be complemented by an overarching system level thinking to decarbonize the whole supply chains and integrate energy – water – and land use including considerations for biodiversity.
Related identified topics in Chapter 1

- Full circularity with waste as a resource
- Advances in recovery of waste heat and energy harvesting
- Self-aware and conscious AI systems
- Novel breeding technologies for climate-resilient crops
- Mineral fertilizer free crops
- New chemical solutions for energy storage and carriers

High potential technologies and the EIC portfolio

There are three pillars of activity with associated technologies to facilitate a sustainable transition to a net zero economy with energy security.

Technologies improving efficiency and energy demand

Recent figures from the IEA’s 2019 ‘World energy balances’ report point to a dramatic overall loss of 64% of primary energy in its conversion to heat and useful work, as confirmed also by other researches. This underlines the urgent need for higher efficiencies, which could be delivered through a range of approaches including:

- Waste heat recovery and flexible power generation: waste heat, mainly produced from burning fossil fuels, represent a major fraction of this two thirds of all energy rejected. The EIC has funded several successful SMEs such as Kraftblock, EnergyNest and Seaborg focusing on the recovery and re-use of waste heat from industrial processes or excess renewable electricity via modular thermal energy storage. Thermal energy storage can also be coupled to power generation technologies to increase system flexibility, such as in the mid-long duration storage approach proposed by the start up Energy Dome with the CO2 battery that stores energy in the form of liquid CO2 and sensible heat. The EIC Transition project Thermobot aims to convert radiative heating into electricity with thermophotovoltaics and latent heat storage with molten metals at temperatures above 1500°C. This scalable and modular solution could offer capex reduction at scale and performance increase similar to that achieved by photovoltaic (PV) technologies in recent decades. Such thermal storage solutions with high durability, fast dynamic response, low energy losses and high energy density are also key components to increase dispatchability of nuclear power plants, in particular in the case of modular decentralized nuclear reactors that can be coupled to heat and power demand. This has a strategic relevance for the EU in particular if major breakthroughs from fusion ignition will be achieved, in order to scale up this technology to a commercial level in the coming decades.

- Efficient combustion: disruptive approaches to improve the consumption of fuel can deliver energy efficiency and emission reduction where it is most needed. The approach pursued by the EIC funded SME Efenco, for example, involves the introduction of a pyroelectric driven and plasma assisted combustion process for natural gas boilers.

- Heat pumps and heat electrification: achieving ambitious EU net zero building and industrial targets implies the development of specific innovations to increase the seasonal coefficient of performance (COP) of heat pumps (HP), in particular for the high temperature lifts needed by the existing, and largely energy inefficient, EU residential building stock. Here, the EIC is funding solutions such as thermoacoustic HP (with BHE Renewables), absorption HP (with Flamincos), or geothermal storage coupled to HP (Envola) that specifically address these requirements.

Energy efficiency in hard to abate industrial sectors could also be pursued via heat electrification through industrial HP to produce high temperature heat, as in the case of the Stirling engines of the EIC funded Highlift project or for specific components that can combine more functionalities, as in the wet compressors of the company Otechos, that offers a range of applications including waste heat recovery, improved efficiency in industrial processes and hydrogen compression.

- Clean Cooling: Technologies for efficient cooling are an important segment in reducing total energy consumption. The 2023 EIC Pathfinder Challenge on Clean Cooling Technologies looks to address the demand for cooling for both industrial and tertiary applications, focusing on increased efficiency, cascade heat recovery or enhanced maintenance to enable the early detection of operating conditions at low efficiency (soft fault detection).

- Demand management and digital solutions for energy systems: the real time match of generation and demand, the shift from centralized to distributed energy systems and sectors coupling require high computing capabilities (including quantum computing) for real time monitoring and control of complex systems, generative AI for load and generation forecasting or demand aggregation, cyber-attack protection strategies, digital twins and responsive tools to guarantee power systems stability. Consumers awareness and societal engagement is crucial for the energy transition and advanced digital energy solutions, including big data analytics, are key enablers for proper end users investment decisions or behavioral changes. This should be recognized also in proper energy market mechanisms, possibly unified at EU level, where energy consumers can operate also as generators and viceversa.

Domestic resources and circularity

The second pillar for enabling the energy transition relates to circularity and the use of domestic resources instead of critical and imported raw materials. The EIC has sought to address this challenge in support of the EU’s renewable hydrogen production capacity, with a €30 million Pathfinder Challenge competition, which will support a portfolio of projects to focus on the valorisation of locally available bio-based resources without relying on critical raw materials. The projects in this portfolio will aim to convert cellulose, ethanol, glycerol, lignin (for instance from refurbishment of existing biorefineries) for the co-production of hydrogen and green chemicals via co-electrolysis, or lignocellulosic biomass to green hydrogen and biocohar for steel manufacturing via thermochemical pyrolysis. In all cases, the multidisciplinary research supported by the EIC is tailored to address the specific needs and opportunities of the EU, such as the deployment of local resources, job creation, and the combination of production and use of energy and materials in applications where the overall environmental and economic benefits can be maximised. It is the case, for instance of the use of green hydrogen produced from biomass in biorefineries where it can be converted into e-biofuels for applications where there electricity or hydrogen cannot be used (i.e. aviation).
The third pillar of a sustainable transition is the ambition to capture further system-level benefits, that go beyond decarbonisation or ensuring security of supply for the energy sector alone.

Energy is a key component for sustainable growth, with an interconnection to biodiversity, food security, freshwater production, land-use change and climate adaptation, and these issues should be tackled together.

Climate change is exacerbated by factors such as the loss of productive agricultural land and desertification, loss of soil biodiversity, or scarcity of fresh water for irrigation. We can capture CO2 from the atmosphere and push it back to the atmosphere combining it with hydrogen into molecules of various degree of complexity, so achieving the net zero. A cross-sectorial approach, however, shows that there could be other options even carbon negative. For instance, converting agricultural and forestry residues into biochar, carbon can be stored over a long, period of time while supporting agricultural soil biodiversity, improving water retention and producing energy or biofuels, with carbon negative rather than net zero technologies.

This is the case of the EIC Accelerator funded CarboCulture, which aims to produce biochar from forestry or agricultural residues via slow pyrolysis, to restore biogenic carbon in the soil and renewable heat generation. Similar examples include the efforts of the start-up Agrobiogel producing water-absorbent biochar for crops, or CovaI energy (www.covaenergy.com) that proposes a combination of electrochemical and biological processes for the co-production of sustainable aviation fuels and proteins from electricity and carbon from biogenic or fossil sources. Outside the EIC accelerator programme, other innovation supported by HEU in this direction include the Ecofining project, where fossil refineries are reconverted into biorefineries to produce sustainable aviation fuels via hydrotreated vegetable oils (HVO) using non-edible biomass, and potentially in combination to green hydrogen (to produce e-biofuels rather than e-fuels). This pathway has the potential to be combined with biochar production to fertilise the same soils as those producing the bio-oil. Such approaches result in no competition in the use of bio-based materials for food and do not impact land-use.

The portfolio of projects selected under the EIC Pathfinder Challenge on CO2 and Nitrogen (N) management, and valorisation aims to capture and convert biogenic CO2 and N into valuable products, pursuing a cascade approach prioritised in the order of final use: starting with food through to feed, materials and finally energy.

Conclusion

Approaches being supported by the EIC underline the importance of adopting holistic system level approaches to aid the energy transition. In the case of biomass, it is clear that resources are limited and cannot by themselves fulfill increasing energy needs. However, in several cases, the revenues from energy and biofuels production can cover the costs for re-converting land for food and feed, thereby achieving positive land-use change or biodiversity effects. From this perspective, the marginalisation of agricultural land is a major issue, accounting for 8.5 Mha in Southern Europe alone, where over 40% of the soil has less than 1.5% of solid organic content.

A proper recognition of the system level benefits of such energy generation processes - for instance in carbon accounting mechanisms - could help to capture all these aspects and help deliver on the EU’s policy ambitions for net zero.
NOVEL TECHNOLOGIES FOR RESILIENT AND SUSTAINABLE FOOD SUPPLY CHAINS

What’s at stake

Agriculture is the most important source of food for human sustenance and approximately 95% of food can trace its origins, directly or indirectly, to the soil.\(^{109}\)

The EU’s food supply chain is considered to be a reliable source of a large variety of high-quality and safe foods. However, the agricultural system that underpins this supply chain is complex and vulnerable to environmental and social conditions. The adverse effects of climate change, drought and pollution are already impacting agricultural yield and these effects will be accentuated by the effects of modern agricultural practices that have delivered benefits at the expense of longer-term environmental impacts on biodiversity and soil health, resulting in farming practices that are neither sustainable nor environmentally friendly. Annual monoculture crops are now produced on bare soils with everything else eliminated with industrial efficiency, mostly with chemicals. This impacts not only wildlife, but also increases our reliance on a narrow group of crops: there are more than 50,000 edible plants in the world, 15 of these provide 90% of the world’s food energy intake.\(^{110}\)

High potential technologies and the EIC portfolio

The growing portfolio of EIC funded activity in the area ‘novel technologies for resilient and sustainable food supply chains’ seeks sustainable solutions with the capacity to regenerate agriculture. The core competencies and maturity levels of projects in the portfolio are very different and complementary as summarised below. While much of the activity relates to food production linked to the soil, a growing feature are approaches to decouple food production from the soil and wider environmental conditions.

Related identified topics in Chapter 1

- Precision fermentation
- Mineral fertilizer free crops
- Next generation aquaculture technologies
- Novel breeding technologies for climate-resilient crops
Overview of the current EIC portfolio
(EIC Pathfinder projects are marked in purple, EIC Transition in black and EIC Accelerator and Fast Track to Innovation in red)

**NOVEL CROPS**

Future crops will have to be highly resilient and productive to increase yield in unfavourable environmental conditions. Additionally, they could serve as more efficient carbon sinks to mitigate climate change.

The EIC funded FUTURE AGRICULTURE consortium has successfully taken forward an early stage EIC Pathfinder research project involving entirely novel CO2-neutral or CO2-positive photorespiration based on a novel enzyme to develop a commercialisation path for their most promising technology for creation of novel crops. The project will improve and bring to commercial use, a disruptive synthetic metabolic pathway, the TaCo pathway, which turns photosynthesis into a CO2-fixing instead of a CO2-releasing process, leading to increased net carbon-uptake under agronomical standards and drought field conditions. Another very promising technology for creation of novel crops is tri-parental technology. The 3P-TECH consortium is following this pathway under their EIC Transition funded project to create climate-robust crops for high yields, sugar beet at first, with possible implementation on additional crops.

The process of identifying and developing such novel breeding technologies for climate-resilient major crops could also be shortened and reinforced by employing AI-based solutions in the future.
Conclusion

While discussing the role of radical innovation in agriculture and the food supply chain, we must be aware of the complexity and interdependencies within subsystems that may impact positively or otherwise in the longer term. Neither a single research institution, SME, or consortium can address the multitude of issues affecting the sector, but by taking a portfolio approach, the EIC will look to support complementary and compatible solutions with a common focus on making agriculture sustainable and regenerative, focusing on improving the production of food under a range of conditions and improving nutrition, while reducing environmental impacts and increasing biodiversity.

CURRENT TRENDS IN PRECISION ONCOLOGY

What’s at stake

Current global cancer trends involving fast-paced enabling technologies are expected to change how cancer treatment and drug discovery research will be applied and conducted, ultimately leading to precision oncology. Scientific breakthroughs are essential for driving progress in the fight against cancer. Clinical validation of the innovation or research is equally important, to translate those discoveries into meaningful progress, such as life-saving treatments, maximising quality of life for those living with the disease.
High potential technologies and the EIC portfolio

**LIQUID BIOPSY-BASED BIOMARKERS FOR EARLY AND MORE ACCURATE CANCER DETECTION**

More accurate detection of various types of cancer at an early stage and with high accuracy - by using circulating tumour DNA and analysing circulating biomarkers - remains an area with immense potential. The EIC portfolio includes several projects focused on early and more accurate detection of cancer with Pathfinder projects CIRCULAR VISION, BIOCELLPHE, and Accelerator projects ColoDix, Lung EpiCheck, ProSCAN.

**LIQUID BIOPSY-BASED AND MULTI-OMICS-BASED BIOMARKERS TO GUIDE CANCER TREATMENT AND DETECT RECURRENTNESS AND IN DRUG DEVELOPMENT**

Advances in multi-omics platforms and data analysis tools are critical for bringing multi-omics-based biomarkers to the clinic. DNA methylation in circulating tumour DNA in the plasma has been effectively used as a recurrence biomarker, to detect minimal residual disease in patients with colorectal cancer. The combination of biomarker data from different omics analysis has the potential to better support physicians in the development and prescribe individualised treatment plans.

The EIC portfolio includes Accelerator projects AURORAX, CytoPro, MicroCaT and Multiplex8+. Moreover, this is the focus of the 2022 EIC Challenge-based Accelerator Call focused on Novel biomarker-based assays to guide personalised cancer treatment.

**SPATIAL MULTI-OMICS TO PROFILE TUMOUR HETEROGENEITY & MICROENVIRONMENT**

Spatial multi-omics allows the profiling of a range of molecules with high spatial resolution directly on the tissue. It is becoming one of the fastest growing areas in the biotech industry with far-reaching implications in cancer, but also across medicine and the life sciences in their entirety. Spatial omics covers a wide range of spatial approaches including sequencing-based, transcripts-based, imaging of proteins-based and spatial metabolomics. Spatial omics not only offer spatial information that can produce detailed maps of tumours and other tissues but unlock unprecedented new opportunities for cancer research and therapeutic discovery using clinical specimens. It is worth noting that five US companies have developed technologies that are pushing the boundaries of spatial genomics.

The EIC portfolio includes the Pathfinder projects TROPHY and PLAST_CELL.

**CANCER DISEASE MODELLING USING PATIENT-DERIVED ORGANOIDs (PDOS)**

Organoids are microscopic self-organising 3D structures that share structural and functional aspects with their in vivo counterpart organs. This versatile technology has led to the development of many novel human cancer models. Tumour samples are now used for the generation of patient-derived organoids (PDOs), i.e. living 3D micro tumours cultured in a gel. When combined with immune cells and fibroblasts, tumour organoids model the cancer microenvironment enabling immune-oncology applications. Despite recent progress, the development of PDOs has not yet reached its full potential and many challenges exist in the translation of tumour organoid research to clinical decision making.

The EIC Portfolio includes the Pathfinder projects 3DSecret, Pan3DP, NICI and the Transition project ACHILLEUS.

**CANCER TREATMENT WITH DEGRADATION OF DISEASE-CAUSING PROTEINS**

Disease-causing protein degradation with small molecules is an emerging technology that has the potential to treat cancer and other diseases in a novel way. The novelty of this approach relies upon the fact that it takes advantage of the cell’s natural digestive system to degrade disease-causing proteins. The EIC Portfolio does not yet include projects related to this very recent development.
EXOSOME-BASED IMPROVED CANCER DRUG DELIVERY

Newly designed and easily manufactured vesicles that can carry the cancer drug can improve the binding of the drug to targeted markers on the cancer cell surface, leading to a more targeted release of the drug.

The EIC Portfolio includes the Transition projects AcouSome\textsuperscript{137} and MARVEL\textsuperscript{134}.

ANTIBODY-DRUG CONJUGATES (ADCS)

ADCs now outnumber traditional monoclonal antibody (mAb)-based therapeutics in the first-in-human cancer studies.

With about 200 active trials of ADCs registered on ClinicalTrials.gov, the global market for ADCs is estimated to reach $23 billion by 2030, and over 50 ADC-based M&A and licensing deals having been disclosed since the start of 2022 including the $43 bn acquisition of Seagen by Pfizer\textsuperscript{139}. ADCs are moving fast to become more mature technologies\textsuperscript{140} and are becoming a strategically important therapeutic approach for many cancer companies.

PERSONALISED MRNA-BASED AND OTHER TYPES OF CANCER VACCINES

Future drug development across a wide range of diseases will heavily rely upon personalised mRNA-based therapeutics. According to ClinicalTrials.gov 2021 data, 14 of the 21 (66\%) mRNA-based active clinical trials concerned cancer involving at least 10 different cancer indications, which suggests a strong mRNA-based vaccine trend in solid tumours in a tumour type-agnostic manner, likely to shorten the development cycle of cancer drugs of this type and possibly make them cheaper.

The EIC’s portfolio includes the Pathfinder project DESTINATION\textsuperscript{141}, Transition project TRAFFIKGENE\textsuperscript{142} and CancERVacc\textsuperscript{143} under the Accelerator.

Conclusion

For the EIC, it is vital that future clinical utility is convincingly documented in EIC funded projects in health and biotech applications. It is equally important to follow current global cancer trends and emerging technologies under development by leading academic groups and industry.

For the immediate future, the EIC vision is to fully develop and implement effective functional drug sensitivity assays (PDO or other systems-based) that would enable accurate measurement of the gene function at the level of the individual patient and thus revolutionise individualised cancer treatment. To this end, the EIC Work Programme 2023 cancer call on Novel biomarker-based assays to guide personalised cancer treatment sought to tailor clinical decisions specifically towards patients, with the objective of improving treatment outcomes. More specifically the call is aimed at clinically validating novel biomarkers which would allow for better stratification of cancer patients, ultimately leading physician(s) to prescribe an existing treatment to those who are more likely to be responsive.

The activities of the EIC complement the objectives of the Cancer Mission and also look to enable market access including through access to additional private investment. This has been achieved by for example selecting five promising cancer projects to pitch to Business Angels and other investors in the Conquering Cancer event [hrp-and-bae.eu], which was co-organised by the European Commission Horizon Results Platform and Business Angels Network Europe.
The promise of producing any type of cell in a dish, as needed to create a full organ, which in turn includes many different types of cells, can trace its origins to Shinya Yamanaka’s discovery that mature cells can be reprogrammed to become pluripotent, for which he received the Nobel prize in Medicine in 2012. Induced Pluripotent Stem Cell (iPS) obtained, for example, from a skin sample provided by a patient, will be used to create aggregates physiologically and anatomically identical to those of the patient’s tissue. This bioengineered tissue will be fully compatible and ideal for implantation in this patient. A shift to such personalised biological constructs could thus allow repair through reconstruction or full replacement of damaged tissue with new cell aggregates, indistinguishable from the original. An optimal medical tech solution such as this could be applicable to virtually all diseases including traumatic brain injury, spinal cord injury, heart failure, kidney disease, diabetes, oncological conditions (e.g., replacing full organs with primary tumours or metastasis), neurodegeneration, etc. To date, significant leaps have been achieved by combining microfabrication, sensors, chemistry, electronics and big data processing, including AI with technologies for rapid DNA sequencing such as Next Generation Sequencing (NGS), for gene expression mapping (e.g., RNA-sequencing), for epigenomic mapping (e.g., CHIP-sequencing) and others. Yet in-vitro production of full organs or implantation-ready complex parts of organs remains a long-term goal, and even more so when targeting complex organs such as the brain or the human eye.

High potential technologies and the EIC portfolio

The promise of a personalised hybrid medtech requires developments across the fields listed below and their subsequent integration, and the EIC has a broad portfolio of activity in each of these domains:

**3D PRINTING OF CELLS**

Researchers are currently exploring new approaches to automate the construction of in-vitro tissue by positioning cells layer-by-layer, cell-by-cell, voxel-by-voxel. A subset of EIC projects address 3D printing of cells to recreate the 3D cytoarchitecture (cell position) of real tissue.

**ORGAN-ON-CHIP**

This approach focuses on scaling and automating other aspects of cell engineering by creating devices with many cell-culture microwells, sensors and actuators, capable of effectively running many thousands of experiments in parallel. Miniaturisation and multiplexing are critical in this area to produce sufficient tissue of the required quality.
NOVEL IMAGING TECHNOLOGIES

Metabolic MRI systems can image cell development within developing cell clusters. The information provided by this new generation of MRI technologies (alongside ultrasound, GHz, and others) go beyond the purely anatomical data offered by traditional imaging technologies. This allows cell chemistry to be monitored as it changes over time, e.g. as tumours develop or as cells are reprogrammed to create in-vitro organs.

AI AND BIG DATA ANALYSIS

Artificial Intelligence and big data analysis by machine learning is an increasingly common feature in medtech including the EIC portfolio. Automated image analysis in oncology enables fast and quantitative measurement of suspicious image features; real-time EEG processing for Brain-Computer-Interfaces or epilepsy enables brain signals to be interpreted to predict an upcoming seizure; and the prediction of neo-antigens from tumour DNA sequence enables predictions on the responsiveness of a patient to specific treatments based on DNA mutations. AI can power and accelerate to discovery of techniques to create more realistic bioengineered tissue for transplantation.

MEDICAL ROBOTICS

Robots in the operating room offer motion precision and speed and will increasingly participate in decision making enabled by AI. This knowledge can also be used outside the operating-room to achieve unprecedented automation and speed in the discovery of reprogramming cocktails as needed to create in-vitro organs, with robotic architectures autonomously designing and executing complete experiments with precision.

Conclusion

The major technological challenge, and innovation opportunity, is the acceleration of the process of discovery of the techniques to transform the iPS cells into the desired cell types, with the appropriate developmental stage and 3D aggregate architecture to become a full bioengineered organ. The family of technologies and instruments under development in the EIC portfolio have the potential to accelerate the creation of such patient-ready tissue.
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